Data Gateway: Project Based Search Overview:

Simple Project based search results: now the search results show a single entry for a project, with nested Progress Report and Financial Report data.

Ability to search in specific data elements, such as Non-technical Summary, Keywords, Objectives, and Publications:

- Enter search term
- Single Entry for each project is returned
- Data from Progress Reports, such as Publications, Accomplishments, or other Progress Details, are nested under the Project Entry.

Expand "Search in these fields..." to select the data elements you want to search in.
Ability to select specific data elements to be displayed in the result:

- Expand "Show these fields in the results..." to select the data elements you want to see in the result.
- Choose the Document view to open up the Progress Report Details data elements.
- Tabular View shows Project Details and selected Financial Details data elements.
Addition of numerous new facets and data elements in result set, such as the Multistate Project Number, Cooperating States, Cooperating Counties, and Latest Award Amount:

Search these terms...

- You can search using the Boolean operators, AND, OR, NOT. These operators (or joiners) must be capitalized.
- You can search using the wildcards (*) and (?). Example: Bio* - will return results containing words that begin with "Bio", such as Biology, Biophysics, etc.
- Example: *ment - will return results containing words that end with "ment", such as equipment, shipment, etc.
- Example: br??d - will return results containing words such as breed, brood, bread, brand, etc.
- You can search using quotes. Example: "corn based polymers" - returns results only when all three of those words are found in that exact order.
- Without quotes, the AND operator is assumed by default. Example: corn based polymers - with no quotes, is the same as searching - corn AND based AND polymers